CHALLENGES

OVERVIEW
CommIT Enterprises is an innovative
engineering and data analytics company that
provides technical services to highly secure
industries including US Marines, US Navy and
Veteran Affairs.
CommIT was in need of highly trained IT
professionals that had the proper clearances
and technical skill set to complete the work.

Key Metrics

Due to the nature of CommIT’s workspace with highly secure industries,
they had a difficult time finding qualified candidates that had the
expertise, unique specialized skill set (such as Python, IOS, Java, etc),
and clearances needed to fulfill the role while staying within budget.
"Working with Veterans Affairs, we are limited with funding. It’s
difficult to find people that are talented and within budget."
Often, the client's positions needed to be filled quickly to complete
certain projects. CommIT had worked with other IT staffing agencies in
the past, but weren’t able to find qualified candidates as fast as they
would have liked, which is why they reached out to Velocity Works.

“The quality of candidates from Velocity
Works has been by far the best!”
–Rick Camus, Technical Lead at CommIT Enterprises

FAST RESPONSE

24-hour responses and
constant communication

FAST HIRES

Velocity Works filled
these stringent positions
in 1-4 weeks

TOP CANDIDATES

Velocity Works brought
only the best qualified
candidates

Custom Software Development and
IT Staffing Agency
www.velocityworks.io
412-212-8080
info@velocityworks.io

SOLUTION
Velocity Works was hired by CommIT to deliver top qualified
candidates that met the following criteria:
Fit company culture
Up to date clearances
Fall within budget

Meet unique specialized skill
sets needed to fulfill the job
requirements

Velocity Works lead IT technical recruiters quickly went to work
searching for qualified talent through extensive background checks,
interviews and research.

RESULTS
Velocity Works was able to fill CommIT's positions with top talent that
fell within their price range and ticked every box needed in a short
amount of time. These candidates were able to quickly jump into the
project and get right to work. CommIT found that the hires had great
chemistry with their team, which made it easy to work together and
complete their projects fast and efficiently.
While the client's positions had sat vacant for months with other
staffing agencies, Velocity Works filled these positions in 1-4 weeks.

